Special Places Worksheet

1. What year did you last visit this special place?

2. In what year did you first visit this special place?

3. Overall, how often have you visited this place?
   ______ Never
   ______ Once
   ______ Occasionally
   ______ Somewhat Frequently
   ______ Frequently
   ______ Very Frequently

4. Describe the physical characteristics of the special place.

5. For each place you listed please describe why this place is special to you:

6. Does this place physically exist today?
   Yes ______ No ______ → IF NO PLEASE EXPLAIN:

7. Can you return and recreate the experience(s) that made it special?
   Yes ______ No ______ → IF NO PLEASE EXPLAIN:
8. How often do you think about this special place? Would you say:

_____ Almost Never
_____ Occasionally
_____ Somewhat Frequently
_____ Frequently
_____ Very Frequently

9. Can this experience be recreated for others?

10. Would you be willing to share your special place and re-create the experience for others